Fort Rock Sandals

By Thomas J. Connolly

Fort Rock sandals are a distinctive type of ancient fiber footwear found in southeast Oregon and northern Nevada. Named by archaeologist Luther Cressman, who first found examples in Oregon’s Fort Rock Cave, Fort Rock sandals are the oldest directly dated footwear in the world.

In 1938, anthropologist Luther Cressman from the University of Oregon recovered dozens of sandals and fragments of sandals from Fort Rock Cave. They were found beneath a layer of volcanic ash, which was later identified as coming from the eruption of Mount Mazama approximately 7,600 BP. Cressman believed that the sandals were ancient, but because radiocarbon dating would not be developed for another decade, his conviction would not be confirmed until 1951, when fibers from the sandals themselves were dated to more than 9,000 years old.

All of the Fort Rock Cave sandals were of the same distinctive style, with a flat sole and toe flap covering the top of the foot. The Fort Rock sandals represented one of three sandal forms identified by Cressman during his archaeological research at other northern Great Basin sites. He called the style found at Fort Rock Cave the Fort Rock Type; the others, Multiple Warp and Spiral Weft types, were named for structural features and generally post-date the Fort Rock sandals.

Fort Rock sandals are made of shredded sagebrush bark. They are twined, with pairs of fiber wefts twisted around passive warps, in contrast to simple over-and-under interlacing or plaiting, known as wickerwork. The foundation of the flat sole is five thick warps, consisting of two long ropes folded into a parabola (U-shape) at the heel and a single central warp. Construction begins at the heel by twining pairs of fibers (wefts) back and forth across the sole. Each weft row is packed tightly against the previous row (close twining) to completely cover the warp and add strength to the sole.

Twining continues from heel to toe until the desired length is achieved. At the toe, the thick warp fibers are subdivided into finer cords, folded back over the top of the sole, and twined back and forth to form a toe flap. Space is left between the weft rows, with the warp cords visible (open twining) and the edges of the toe flap secured to the edges of the sole.

The tie system involves a series of interlocking loops fixed to the edge of the sole near the heel. A tie rope attached to the other edge is passed through the heel loop and cinched tight around the ankle.

While sandals have been found at sites other than Fort Rock Cave, no other site has produced the unusual quantity found at Fort Rock. They range from child-size to large adult size. Most are heavily worn or broken, which suggests that they were discarded rather than being stored for later use.

Fort Rock-style sandals have been found at six other sites in southeast Oregon and northwestern Nevada, and fibers from more than twenty individual sandals from seven different sites have been radiocarbon dated. Their ages range from about 10,400 to 9,100 years old, making Fort Rock sandals the oldest directly dated footwear in the world.

Fort Rock sandals may have been winter wear. Ethnographers have documented Klamath and Paiute Indians, who lived in the Fort Rock area in more recent times, making shoes from tule reeds and sagebrush bark, sometimes stuffed with dry grass for insulating warmth to protect feet in icy marsh waters.

The largest collection of Fort Rock sandals is located at the University of Oregon Museum of Natural & Cultural History; others are housed at the Nevada State Museum, the Klamath and Lake County museums, and the Oregon Historical Society. Research continues on the sandals and the cave sites where they were found; many Fort Rock sandals (and other fiber artifacts) have been radiocarbon dated in recent years, and the caves that Cressman explored in the 1930s have produced some of the earliest evidence for human occupation in North America.
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